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ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe an efficient real-time tracking al-
gorithm for multiple manoeuvring targets using particle fil-
ters. We combine independent partition filters with a Markov
Random Field motion model to enable efficient and accurate
tracking for interacting targets. A Poisson model is also used
to model both targets and clutter measurements, avoiding the
data association difficulties associated with traditional track-
ing approaches. Moreover, we present a variable rate dynam-
ical model in which the states change at different and un-
known rates compared with the observation process, thereby
being able to model parsimoniously the manoeuvring be-
haviour of an object even though only a single dynamical
model is employed. Computer simulations demonstrate the
potential of the proposed method for tracking multiple highly
manoeuvrable targets in a hostile environment with high clut-
ter density and low detection probability.

1. INTRODUCTION

Existing multitarget tracking algorithms under the standard
state-space modelling approach in [1, 2, 3] commonly as-
sume that the hidden target states and the observations are
processed at an identical rate. In the case where targets
exhibit long periods of little activity (smooth or constant-
velocity movement), followed by periods of more elaborate
manoeuvring, multiple-model approaches [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] are
usually adopted to track these targets where a bank of filters
in parallel to match several possibilities for the actual target
dynamics throughout the tracking time frame is used.

Here we propose a departure from the standard state-
space modelling approach to the multitarget tracking prob-
lem using sequential Monte Carlo methods [7, 8, 9]. Based
on variable rate particle filters (VRPF) for single target track-
ing [10, 11, 12], we assume that the states, which are mod-
elled here by a dynamic model expressed in intrinsic coordi-
nates, are modelled at a different rate from the observations,
such that it is not necessary to estimate new target states
every time we receive an observation. More importantly
this new model enables us also to track and adapt to rapid
manoeuvres without the extensive computations required by
multiple filters. Related models that involve a random time
of arrival process similar to ours can be found in the indepen-
dent work of [13] for target classification. In order to model
very high clutter and multiple targets a Poisson data model is
adopted to model both the observations and the targets, as in
[14, 15, 16]. These give rise to a reasonable representation of
real target-sensor processes and also to a simpler observation

likelihood function which is exempt from explicit computa-
tion of any data association variables.

We also propose to integrate the independent partition
particle filter (IPPF) [17] and the Markov Random Field
(MRF) motion model [18] with the VRPF framework in or-
der to model the interactions between the targets, reduce the
rejection rate of sampled particles, and suffer less from the
curse of dimensionality.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the
state-space model, and Section 3 describes the MRF motion
model to represent the target interactions. Section 4 formu-
lates the intrinsic coordinate system, followed by a descrip-
tion of the proposed method where the VRPF, the MRF, and
the IPPF are integrated in Section 5. Simulation results are
shown in Section 6, followed by conclusions in Section 7.

2. DYNAMIC AND OBSERVATION MODELS

Assuming that the number of independent targets to be
tracked K is fixed and known, we denote the state of target k
by θ k,lk = {ϕk,lk ,τk,lk}, where lk ∈ I is a discrete state index
of target k, τk,lk is the continuous-valued time at which target
k changes its state, and ϕk,lk is comprised of the state pa-
rameters (e.g. positions, heading, speed, acceleration, etc.).
Details of ϕk,lk will be given later. Denote the combined state
of all K targets by θl = {θ1,l1 , ...,θK,lK}. It is assumed that
the state θl evolves according to Markovian dynamic model
as

p(θl|θl−1) ∝ pϕ(ϕl|ϕl−1)pτ(τl|τl−1), (1)

where pϕ(·) and pτ(·) are the prior functions of ϕl and τl,
respectively.

We will denote by Yn = {yp
n} a set of independent obser-

vations received at the discrete measurement index n∈ I from
No sensors independently scanning within the observation
space Ry, where yp

n is an observation vector received at sen-
sor p ∈ {1, ...,No}. Note that the state process rate τk,lk may
be different from and/or slower than measurement process
rate n. Let yp

m,n be the mth element of yp
n for m∈ {1, ...,Mp

n },
where Mp

n is the number of measurements (both target and
clutter) returned by sensor p. Since any element of yp

n may
originate from a true target or from clutter, we adopt a Pois-
son process to model the observations in which the number
of the kth target measurements is randomly drawn from a
Poisson distribution having mean Λk

θ whereas the number of
clutter measurements have a mean number ΛC [14, 15, 16].

Accordingly, the likelihood function of the observations
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can be expressed as

p(Yn|θl) ∝
No

∏
p=1

Mp
n

∏
m=1

Λ(yp
m,n), (2)

where Λ(yp
m,n) =

K
∑

k=1
Λk

θ pθ (yp
m,n|θk,lk ,n)+ ΛC pc(y

p
m,n) with

pθ (·) and pc(·) being the likelihood functions of target and
clutter measurements, respectively, given by

pθ (yp
m,n|θk,lk ,n) = N

(
yp

m,n|g(θ̃k,n,ϑ p
n ),Σp

w

)
, (3)

pc(yp
m,n) = URy(y

p
m,n), (4)

where ϑ p
n represents the state of the pth sensor, Σp

w is the
observation noise covariance for sensor p, and URy(·) is the
uniform distribution over the surveillance region Ry. The
observation function g(·) may be linear or nonlinear in θ̃k,n,
which is an interpolated state value obtained from a function
h(·) between the state values θk,lk−1 and θk,lk as follows

θ̃k,n , h({ϕk,lk ,τk,lk},n), τk,lk−1 < n≤ τk,lk , (5)

where details on the function h(·) will be given in the next
section. Note that the model in (2) avoids any explicit treat-
ment of the data association problem inherent in many track-
ing scenarios.

3. MARKOV RANDOM FIELD MOTION MODEL

Here we model the interaction between targets by a Markov
random field (MRF) [18] constructed on the fly that penalises
those states that are closely spaced with each other to avoid
any track coalescence. We use a pairwise MRF to obtain a
more realistic dynamical model that models the interactions
between nearby targets as follows

ψn(θi,li ,θ j,l j) ∝ exp(−di, j
n ), (6)

where ψn(θi,li ,θ j,l j) is the pairwise interaction potential be-
tween targets i and j and di, j

n is a penalty function that pe-
nalises the states of two targets that are closely spaced at time
n. That is, di, j

n is maximal when two targets coincide and
gradually falls off as they move apart. The dynamic prior in
(1) becomes

p(θl|θl−1) ∝ ψ̃n

K

∏
k=1

p(θk,lk |θk,lk−1),

= ψ̃n

K

∏
k=1

p(ϕk,lk |ϕk,lk−1)p(τk,lk |τk,lk−1),

(7)

where
ψ̃n = ∏

i, j∈{1,..,K}
ψn(θi,li ,θ j,l j). (8)

4. VARIABLE RATE MODEL USING INTRINSIC
COORDINATE SYSTEM

Since we consider targets are moving independently at this
stage, the subscript target index k will be dropped to simplify

our expression. To model the manoeuvring of an object we
adopt an intrinsic coordinate system as in [11, 16] in which
applied forces are related to the heading φt of the object as
follows

T = λ
dst

dt
+M

d2st

dt2 , andP = M
dst

dt
dφt

dt
, (9)

where T and P are the tangential and radial components of
the applied force, M is the mass of the object, and λ ds

dt rep-
resents a resistance applied in the opposite direction to the
heading with a known constant λ . Distance travelled along
the path of motion is denoted by st , while angle relative to
a fixed bearing is denoted by φt . In the variable rate model
we assume that a piecewise constant thrust, relative to the
direction of heading, is applied between τl−1 and τl .

Integrating these differential equations [11] between τl−1
and τl = τl−1 +∆τl gives

vl , v(τl) = λ−1
(

T− (T−λvl−1)e−
∆τl
M λ

)
, (10)

sl , s(τl) =sl−1 +
∆τl

λ
T+

M

λ
(T−λvl−1)(e−

∆τl
M λ −1),

(11)

φl , φ(τl) = φl−1 +
P

T

(
∆τlλ
M

− log
∣∣∣∣
vl−1

vl

∣∣∣∣
)

, (12)

where the Cartesian position can be obtained by xl = xl−1 +∫ τl
τl−1

vte jφt dt.
Accordingly, we define our variable rate state parame-

ter of the kth target by ϕk,lk = {Tk,lk ,Pk,lk ,xk,lk ,vk,lk ,φk,lk},
where the target positions xk,t , speed vk,t , and angle φk,t at
any time t between τk,lk−1 and τk,lk can be deterministically
obtained. The functions in (10)–(12) collectively define the
interpolation function h(·) in (5). In other words, the param-
eters in θk,lk that we need to stochastically sample are ∆τk,lk ,
Tk,lk , and Pk,lk , whose prior functions are

p(∆τk,lk) = G (ατ ,βτ), (13)

p(Tk,lk) = N (µTk ,σ
2
Tk

), (14)

p(Pk,lk) = N (0,σ2
Pk

), (15)

where G (·) and N (·) are the Gamma and Normal distribu-
tions, respectively. Accordingly we may rewrite (7) as

p(θl|θl−1) ∝ ψ̃n

K

∏
k=1

p(Tk,lk)p(Pk,lk)p(∆τk,lk). (16)

5. SEQUENTIAL MONTE CARLO METHODS

In the VRPF framework we use N particles {θ (i)
l }N

i=1, where
θ (i)
l = {θ (i)

k,lk
}K

k=1 is a particle of target states of θl, with

their associated importance weights {w(i)
n }N

i=1 to approxi-
mate the posterior distribution function π(θ (i)

l |Yn), given
{θ (i)

l−1,w
(i)
n−1}N

i=1, where for i = 1, ...,N,

θ (i)
l ∼ qθ (θ (i)

l |θ (i)
l−1,Yn),

= qϕ(ϕ(i)
l |ϕ(i)

l−1,τ
(i)
l ,τ(i)

l−1,Yn)qτ(τ
(i)
l |τ(i)

l−1,Yn),
(17)
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w(i)
n ∝ w(i)

n−1×
p(Yn|θ (i)

l ) p(θ (i)
l |θ (i)

l−1)

qθ (θ (i)
l |θ (i)

l−1,Yn)
,

N

∑
i=1

w(i)
n = 1, (18)

where qa(·) is an importance sampling function for param-
eter a, which is not an efficient sampling method when the
number of parameters becomes large. In traditional particle
filters where all state parameters are jointly sampled and es-
timated in a particle, many good state estimates combined
with the bad estimates with low probabilities in the parti-
cle will be rejected, leading to poor estimation. A solution
is to adopt the Independent Partition Particle Filter [17] that
allows particles to interact in such a way that a particle is
assembled from “good” state estimates while the joint poste-
rior distribution function is approximately correct under the
assumption that the multitarget posterior factorises over in-
dividual targets.

5.1 Independent Partition Particle Filter (IPPF)
In the IPPF, we first independently estimate the state parti-
cles of the targets, and then strategically assemble these indi-
vidual particles to form the joint state particles according to
the corrected importance weights. Denote a set of partition
weights for target k by {ρ(i)

k,n}, where

ρ(i)
k,n ∝

p(Yn|θ (i)
k,lk

)p(θk,lk |θ
(i)
k,lk−1)

qk(θk,lk |θ
(i)
k,lk−1,Yn)

, (19)

where qk(θk,lk |θ
(i)
k,lk−1,Yn) ∝ p(Tk,lk)p(Pk,lk)p(∆τk,lk) is the

importance sampling for target k. Once we have K sets
of independent state particles with their associated partition
weights, i.e., {θ (i)

k,lk
,ρ(i)

k,n}N
i=1 for k = {1, ...,K}, a new joint

particle θ (i)
l can be constructed by sampling the individual

target components from the pool of particles, according to
the individual target partition weights. It follows that the as-
sociated joint importance weights can be computed as fol-
lows

w(i)
n ∝ w(i)

n−1×
ψ̃(i)

n

ρ̃(i)
n

× p(Yn|θ (i)
l ), (20)

where ψ̃(i)
n is given in (8) and ρ̃(i)

n is the composite parti-
tion weight [17] that will undo the bias introduced when the
independent state particles are assembled. Details of this al-
gorithm are summarised as follows.

Algorithm
1. For k = 1, ...,K, i = 1, ...,N, generate independent sam-

ples θ (i)
k,lk
∼ qk(θ

(i)
k,lk
|θ (i)

k,lk−1,Yn) to obtain ρ(i)
k,n as follows

ρ(i)
k,n ∝

p(Yn|θ (i)
k,lk

)p(θk,lk |θ
(i)
k,lk−1)

qk(θk,lk |θ
(i)
k,lk−1,Yn)

,
N

∑
i=1

ρ(i)
k,n = 1.

2. For k = 1, ...,K, i = 1, ...,N sample an index j(i)k ∼
{ρ(i)

k,n}N
i=1 and replace {θ (i)

k,lk
,ρ(i)

k,n}←− {θ ( jk)
k,lk

,ρ( jk)
k,n }.

3. Form joint target particles for i = 1, ...,N as θ (i)
l =

{θ ( j1)
1,l1

, ...,θ ( jK)
K,lK

} for jk ∈ {1, ...,N}, and obtain the com-

posite partition weight ρ̃(i)
n = ∏K

k=1 ρ( jk)
k,n .

4. Compute the interaction factor ψ(i)
n in (8) and the im-

portance weights w(i)
n in (20) for i = 1, ...,N, resample

the joint particles θ (i)
l according to {w(i)

n }, and then set
w(i)

n = 1/N ∀i.
¥

We note that the IPPF [17] implicitly makes an approxi-
mation at each time step that the joint posterior distribution
factorises over individual targets. Alternative strategies are
presented in [19].

6. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

In this section we evaluate the performance of the proposed
multitarget tracking algorithm on a challenging synthetic
scenario with a high clutter rate and bearings-and-range mea-
surements. The trajectories of all targets are generated by a
nearly constant turn rate (NCT) model [1] given by

xk,n = Ak,n−1xk,n−1 +Bk,n−1vk,n, (21)

where xk,n = [xk,n, ẋk,n,yk,n, ẏk,n]T comprises the xy positions
and velocities of target k, and

Ak,n−1 =



1 sinωk,n−1∆T
ωk,n−1

0 − (1−cosωk,n−1∆T )
ωk,n−1

0 cosωk,n−1∆T 0 −sinωk,n−1∆T
0 1−cosωk,n−1∆T

ωk,n−1
1 sinωk,n−1∆T

ωk,n−1
0 sinωk,n−1∆T 0 cosωk,n−1∆T


 ,

and

Bk,n−1 =
[

G 02×1
02×1 G

]
, G = [∆T 2/2,∆T ]T , (22)

where ∆T is the sampling rate. It is further assumed that
the state noise vk,n is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable

with a known covariance Σv =
[

σ2
x 0

0 σ2
y

]
. The turn rate

ωk,n is modelled as random walk, i.e., ωk,n = ωk,n−1 + ϖk,n,
where ϖk,n is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with
a fixed and known variance σ2

ω . Here we examine the per-
formance of the proposed method in the robustness of target
tracking as well as dynamic model mismatch.

We consider tracking a scenario with K = 4 targets, each
synthesised independently from the same evolution model
in (21). The turn rates are initialised as ωk,0 = 0 ∀k. The
state and turn rate noise standard deviations are given by
σx = σy = 0.1 and σω = 1◦, respectively. Bearings-and-
range measurements are used in the experiment in which two
stationary sensors whose positions ϑ p

n = {ϑ p
x,n,ϑ p

y,n} ∀p are
randomly located and known. Here we utilise a central-level
data fusion and tracking strategy in which only a set of global
tracks is maintained at the central unit [2, 3]. For each sen-
sor, each target can be detected with probability PD = 0.5.
The measurement yp

m,n originating from target k at sensor p
is given as follows

yp
m,n =




tan−1
(

xk,n−ϑ p
x,n

yk,n−ϑ p
y,n

)

√
(xk,n−ϑ p

x,n)2 +(yk,n−ϑ p
y,n)2


+wp

m,n, (23)
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Parameters Values
ΛC, Λθ 20 per sensor, 1
σx, σy 0.1

σω , σθ , σr 1◦, 3◦, 10
∆T (sampling interval) 1

Tn (no. of scans) 300
PD 0.5
N 500

(µT,σ2
T) 25, 25

σ2
P 100

M 200
λ 3

(ατ ,βτ) (0.5, 2)

Table 1: The parameters for computer simulations.
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Figure 1: The synthesised measurements (bearings and
range) collected from two stationary sensors.

where wp
m,n is assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian ran-

dom variable with a known covariance (bearings and range)

Σp
w =

[
σ2

θ 0
0 σ2

r

]
and common to all sensors. We generate

Tn = 300 target states and observations according to (21) and
(23) with the sampling rate ∆T = 1. The number of clutter
points is modelled as Poisson distributed with mean ΛC = 20
for each sensor, and each clutter measurement is randomly
drawn within the observation space. An example of the syn-
thesised measurements with 2 sensors is plotted in Figure 1.

We run our algorithm with N = 500 particles which are
initialised according to a Gaussian distribution around the
true initial state values. All targets share the parameters in
the intrinsic dynamic model that are summarised in Table 1.
With the state particles, we may evaluate the minimum mean
square error (MMSE) estimates of the combined target states

−1000 −800 −600 −400 −200 0 200 400 600 800
−1000

−500

0

500

1000

1500

X
pos

Y
po

s

Est. targets
True targets

Target 1 

Target 2 

Target 3 

Target 4 

Figure 2: A comparison between the true target trajectories
and their averaged estimates with estimation error ellipses for
20 independent trials.

N ΛC = 5 ΛC = 15 ΛC = 20
100 23.7 32.6 44.0
500 15.5 20.2 25.2

1000 14.9 18.9 23.2

Table 2: Performance evaluation for the proposed method
with different values of N and ΛC.

by

x̂k,n =
N

∑
i=1

w(i)
n x̃(i)

k,n, (24)

where x̃(i)
k,n is the ith interpolated state particle of target k at

time n according to the equations in (10), (11), and (12).
Figure 2 shows a comparison between the true target tra-

jectories and their averaged estimates for 20 independent re-
alisations. It can be seen that throughout the experiment the
algorithm can successfully track the targets without using
any multiple-model approaches and also resolve the inter-
actions modelled by the MRF motion model. The excellent
tracking performance can be justified by the estimation error
ellipses in Figure 2, where almost all of them have enclosed
the true targets.

Furthermore, the Poisson likelihood model in (2) does
not need any data association between the targets and the ob-
servations and hence requires much fewer computational op-
erations compared with many more classical data association
approaches.

Table 2 presents a summary of performance evaluation
of the proposed method with different values of N and ΛC,
where 20 independent run are conducted for each set of pa-
rameters. It can be seen that for a given ΛC the MMSEs are
improved when N is large, and that the MMSEs are degraded
when ΛC becomes large.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented an efficient method for online
tracking of highly manoeuvrable objects with multiple ob-
servers using variable rate particle filters and an MRF motion
model. We also adopted a more challenging Poisson point
process to model the observations. The immediate benefits
gained from the proposed approach included the more effi-
cient estimation of the highly manoeuvrable objects and the
avoidance of the requirement of data association inherent in
most of the tracking applications. Finally, computer simula-
tions demonstrated the performance of the proposed method
for tracking highly manoeuvrable objects even the environ-
ment is highly cluttered with low detection probability.
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